
 

 

Graduate Council 
Metropolitan State University of Denver 

April 28, 2016 at 11 am in SSB 324  

AGENDA 
 

Attending: Jinous, Paula, Christian, Cindy, Mike, Lisa, Linda, Nicole, Clay, 
Marlee, John, Kim, Kevin 

I. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: None – March 17, 2016 notes were vaporized 

II. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
A. Meeting on 05/26/2016?—John at conference, substitute interviews for 

director instead of meeting in May-John to arrange a new meeting time for 
those on the hiring committee, one more meeting over the summer to leave a 
clean slate for the director,  

B. WAGS conference – Marlee 
a. NAGAP (enrollment mgmt.) conference is another good one to 

consider 
C. Director of Graduate Studies search—31 qualified through first round 
D. Mike’s last meeting, Linda taking over from here 

III. OLD BUSINESS 
A. Performance monitoring policy  

a. Added yearly monitoring process through budget office/evaluation, 
moved annual evaluation if there is a deficit,  

b. Need to address before vote: Discontinuation of program—do we need 
to address “lines” that were added when the program was created—
check out the handbook as it’s addressed there but grad programs are 
cash funded and the undergraduate program would still be running 
(Cat II, tenure track, tenure)—need policy now to avoid thorny issues 
in the future. Make this a program level decision. HR and EO should 
be involved to make these decisions.  

B. Best practices regarding graduate teaching load  
a. Toned down to allow program to make this decision 
b. All programs should strive to follow the same best practice 
c. Programs were not set up to allow a course release but HLC sees it as 

an issue 
d. U doesn’t differentiate GR vs. UG faculty and this best practice could 

play into creating a differentiation. Conversation on graduate culture 
vs. graduate faculty should be more robust.  

e. New programs should expect to provide reassigned time to those 
teaching in grad program 



f. Due to HLC recommendation the conversation on UG vs. GR faculty 
should happen again. 

g. Put this into the program proposal guidelines vs. in a handbook at this 
time. Create a best practices section. 

C. Revision to the graduate program approval process to include wording  
regarding the college/school’s financial responsibility  

a. Move best practices into this doc 
b. Clarify that Phase 0’s do not necessarily need to be rewritten but do 

need to be approved by the dean/appropriate parties for resubmission; 
phase 1 does need to be redone 

c. BOT approval to move from phase 3 to phase 1 section C (they 
approve the concept not the curriculum) 

d. Phase 3 might run currently with curriculum approval process  
e. Clarify that Phase 1 is an approval/authorization phase 
f. Need to reevaluate the grading rubric 
g. Phase 2 change purple book to GCCC 

D. Initiative to develop graduate learning outcomes - TABLED 
E. Employee tuition assistance policy. TABLED until we have information from 

ENG and MTH 
F. Proposal on profit sharing for all forms of graduate programs - TABLED 

- Determination of profit  
- How is the profit to be split? 

G. Graduate student representative on GC. If yes, change to Constitution – 
TABLED 

H. HLC suggestions 
- Prior learning assessment 
- Prior graduate degree transfer policy 
 

IV. NEW BUSINESS 
A. Math cluster—break even analysis brought it down to 11 students, lower than 

originally thought, projected 20 students to enroll, monitoring clusters will 
follow the same model/criteria as degrees. VOTE: Mike to approve, Lisa 
second, all else approved 

B. MBA curriculum—GCCC issue with each academic dept. not signing off on 
each course, but the program is cross college, representation on the MBA 
college committee who voted on the curriculum and it did go through the 
college level curriculum committee as well. Phase 0 needs to go with the 
curriculum packet to GCCC to avoid questioning of details not related to 
curriculum. Need to review policies and procedures due to the above issue –
add to next agenda. GCCC kicked it back here to GC to vote, faculty senate cc 
has voted yes. VOTE: Christian motion, Kevin second, all yes 



 

a. Reviewers recommended MHA and MBA be approved, HLC meets 
May 17—hopefully we’ll hear soon after that 

C. Pay scale for adjuncts teaching graduate courses 

------------------------------------- 

Budget Committee: 
1. Overhead recovery rate 

 
 
 



REPORT OF A REQUESTED FOCUSED VISIT FOR CHANGE, Advancement Section, February 1 – 2, 2010 
From page 2-3: 
Because of the high likelihood that present expectations for revenue generation in the Master of Social 
Work may likely fall short of program expenses at the start of the program, the administration of the 
College and the Department have agreed to develop a plan for sustainability, which will illustrate how MSW 
program expenses will be met if student enrollment and retention do not start off as robustly as predicted. 
This alternative graduate education support plan is an important element in preparing the College to 
successfully launch the MSW and other graduate programs. 
This institution has moved with unusual rapidity to embrace and integrate graduate education into three of 
its current undergraduate programs. The three new proposed master’s degree programs generated 
considerable discussion on campus, but consensus was reached very rapidly. While the institution is 
commended for being nimble and responsive to the needs of its constituent groups the institution should 
also recognize that there is a risk that any dissent that may be present may not have had an opportunity to 
be heard and addressed, and that pockets of concern and non-support may remain within the institutional 
structure in the process of implementation. This attention to airing and valuing diverse views on graduate 
education is particularly important, since there were indications that the College could consider other 
master’s level programs in the future. 
In this context, the College is encouraged to give additional consideration for how it will evaluate and report 
on the success of the MSW, MPAcc, and MAT programs, so that its experience informs future decisions, 
directions and processes. Again, resource planning for graduate programs is imperative… 
A revised strategic plan needs to be prepared that plans for the College achieving the Hispanic Serving 
Institution status, developing graduate programs, establishing evaluation and reward system for faculty 
teaching in graduate programs, and for the President’s “urban land grant” focus and direction for the 
college, including continued elimination of interim positions… 
The team had concern that the professional development for faculty involved in graduate education has not 
yet been given enough attention. Faculty in the Department of SW for instance, are largely untenured, with 
minimal teaching experience at the graduate level. As the institution and department plan faculty hires in 
the near future, strong consideration should be given to hiring faculty at the associate level, who have a 
Ph.D. and teaching experience at the graduate level… 
Faculty and administration are encouraged to continue the discussion about best practices for graduate 
education in terms of faculty workload, salaries and expectations of faculty associated with graduate 
education and to translate their awareness into informed actions. For example, they can create some 
policies to shape and drive decisions about faculty associated with graduate education so that Departments 
can attract and retain appropriately educated and committed individuals with enough expertise and talent 
to guide the graduate programs through what is a challenging and unpredictable startup period. 
Higher Learning Commission Progress Report on 
Master’s Programs Metropolitan State College of Denver 
September 1, 2011, page 9 
The [visit] report goes on to say that the progress report should address the following issues: As the College 
continues to expand its graduate programming, a more expansive viewpoint will be needed to assure that 
graduate programs are consistently thought of as central to the educational mission and reflected in the 
strategic plan. As an institution that has traditionally focused on delivering high quality undergraduate 
programs to its service area with a faculty focused on teaching, the leadership of the institution must 
consider the additional needs of faculty involved in graduate programs, especially in terms of their 
involvement in scholarly and professional development activities. Proper supervision of graduate students 
can require special consideration to reduction in teaching to accommodate the added advisement and 
supervision that normally accompanies graduate teaching. 



PERFORMANCE MONITORING FOR ALL GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
This document sets out the policies regarding the performance monitoring process and, if deemed 
necessary, the bankruptcy implementation process for all forms of graduate programs at MSU Denver. 

1. The performance monitoring process 

The performance monitoring process should include at least the following components: 

1. Each spring and fall semester the program meets with the budget office to evaluate the current 
financial position. Any concerns about the financial performance should be communicated to 
the Graduate Council. 

2. In the fall of each year the five-year rolling budget is updated and an analysis of the actual 
versus budgeted data for the previous fiscal year is provided. This information should be 
forwarded to the Graduate Council. 

3. The fall meeting will also include a determination of any deficit for the prior year over and above 
the amount detailed in the break-even analysis that cannot be funded from other sources. This 
funding shortfall is the responsibility of the school/college. 
 

2. The performance monitoring variables 

The academic literature is replete with numerous bankruptcy prediction models which are appropriate 
for publicly traded companies. Since MSU Denver is not a publicly traded entity and since the graduate 
programs have to be cash funded, this requires some adjustments to the proposed variables to be used 
at MSU Denver. Table 1.1 lists variables that have been used in bankruptcy models and which can be 
modified to fit the unique characteristics of MSU Denver’s graduate programs. A number of the 
variables in bankruptcy models cannot be replicated for the MSU model as they use market data 
(market value of equity/book value of debt) or accrual accounting information that is not  appropriate 
(working capital/total assets). Table 1.2 gives a variable that incorporates the changes in the enrollment 
which is the key variable that is currently used to monitor the graduate programs 

Table 1: Bankruptcy triggers 
1. Based on prior academic research  

Actual variable in original model Suggested ratio for MSU Interpretation 
Retained earnings/Total assets Cumulative surplus/(Cash 

balance or debt balance) 
 
 
 
 
If these ratios are increasing 
over time then the likelihood of 
bankruptcy decreases 

Net income/Total assets  Income before profit-sharing/ 
(Cash balance or debt balance) 

Revenue/Total assets Gross revenue/ (Cash balance 
or debt balance) 

Log of (market 
capitalization/Total market 
capitalization of all listed 
companies) 

Log of (Number of students in 
the program/Total number of 
graduate students) 
Log of (Credit hours for the 
program/Total credit hours for 
all graduate students) 

Cash flow/Interest payments  Cash flow/Interest payments 



References: 
Altman, E. I. (1968). Financial ratios, discriminant analysis and the prediction of corporate bankruptcy. The 
Journal of Finance, 23(4), 589-609. 
Bijnen, E. J., & Wijn, M. F. (1997). Corporate Prediction Models, Ratios or Regression Analysis. Ratios or 
Regression Analysis (Undated). 
Shumway, T. (2001). Forecasting bankruptcy more accurately: A simple hazard model*. The Journal of 
Business, 74(1), 101-124. 
Zmijewski, M. E. (1984). Methodological issues related to the estimation of financial distress prediction 
models. Journal of Accounting Research, 59-82. 

2. Based on MSU experience 
 Variable Suggested ratio for MSU Interpretation 
Cipriana’s suggestion (Current year[semester] FTE 

hours less Prior year[semester] 
FTE hours)/ Prior 
year[semester] FTE hours 

If this ratio increases over time 
then the likelihood of 
bankruptcy decreases 

 
3. The performance improvement plan 

It is recommended that if one or more of the triggers decreases for two consecutive years then a 
performance improvement plan should be implemented. This plan should identify the steps that the 
program proposes to apply and should include the following:   

1. A comparison of actual results with the break-even analysis to identify significant variances 
between actual and budgeted results. This will help (a) identify key areas that need 
improvement, (b) re-assess the assumptions underlying the break-even analysis, and (c) identify 
possible areas of cost cutting/restructuring.   

2. An independent verification of market trends using secondary research data that is not from the 
department. 

3. An evaluation of the competition including an analysis if what has changed since the program 
started. 

4. A re-evaluation of whether the program still meets the university mission. 
5. Marketing plans to increase enrollment. 
6. A three year break-even analysis incorporating the financial implications of the performance 

improvement plan. 

The performance improvement plan must be approved by the department, the appropriate academic 
dean and the Graduate Council.     

4. Bankruptcy procedures 

If, after three years, the results of the performance improvement plan have not resulted in the desired 
improvement in the financial results of the program then the Graduate Council can recommend to the 
Graduate Planning Committee that the program should enter bankruptcy.  

Students faced with the closure of a program must be given the option to continue their education and 
training in order to obtain their certificate or degree. This can be achieved by either (1) providing a 
teach-out plan to the students so that they can complete their studies at MSU Denver before it 
closes the program or by (2) entering into a teach-out agreement where arrangements are made for 



students to complete their studies at another state-approved school which offers substantially the same 
training.  A teach-out is intended to fulfill the original contract between the closing program and the 
student.   

Steps: 

1. Develop a teach-out plan or agreement and obtain all appropriate approvals, 
2. Comply with Section 6, Discontinuing an Academic Program, of the Graduate Curriculum 

Guidelines, Policies and Procedures manual, 
3. Create a detailed budget analysis for the shut-down period, 
4. Cease incurring all discretionary costs, 
5. Clearly articulate when committed costs will be eliminated, and 
6. Identify the source of funding for any shortfall. 

 

From section 6 of the Graduate Curriculum Guidelines, Policies and Procedures manual: 

Discontinuing an Academic Program 
 
Requests to discontinue programs are substantive curriculum changes processed at all internal levels of 
review and approval. Notification is submitted to the state and HLC. Both the state and 
HLC require departments to specify a “teach out” plan to assist currently-declared students in 
completing the program. It is critical that proposals to archive a program are accompanied by concise 
letters of support from all programs and offices affected directly or indirectly. 
 
From the Higher Learning Commission’s website: 

The Higher Learning Commission will provide its approval if the following are met: 1. The teach-out plan 
provides for equitable treatment of students by ensuring that they are able to complete the educational 
program in which they were enrolled immediately prior to the notification in Institutional Situations 
Requiring Submission of Teach-Out Arrangements within a reasonable period of time; and 2. The teach-
out plan provides for prompt notification of additional charges to students, if any. If the Commission 
approves a teach-out plan that includes a program accredited by a specialized or professional accreditor, 
the Commission shall notify that accreditor.  

The Commission may require that an institution submit a teach-out agreement for the Commission’s 
review and approval in conjunction with its teach-out plan. In addition, any affiliated institution that 
enters into a teach-out agreement with, or on behalf of, another institution, regardless of whether that 
institution has presented a teach-out plan to the Commission or is accredited by the Commission, shall 
submit the teach-out agreement to the Commission for approval prior to its implementation. The 
Commission will provide its approval if the following are met: 1. The teach-out agreement is with 
another institution that is accredited by or holding candidacy with an agency recognized by the U.S. 
Department of Education and, where appropriate, that it is an eligible institution for Title IV financial 
aid; 2. The teach-out agreement is consistent with all applicable state and federal regulations; the teach-
out institution has the necessary experience, resources, and support services to provide an educational 
program that is of acceptable quality and reasonably similar in content, structure and scheduling to that 
provided by the institution closing or ceasing operations; demonstrates that it can provide students 



access to such programs and services without requiring them to move or travel substantial distances; 
and is stable, carrying out its mission and meeting all obligations to existing students; and the teach-out 
agreement is fair and equitable to students and provides students with reasonable opportunities to 
complete their education without additional charges and includes a notification provision to ensure that 
students have complete information about the tuition and fees of the institution conducting the teach-
out. 



BEST PRACTICES REGARDING GRADUATE TEACHING LOADS 

The Graduate Council (GC) encourages the adoption of a best practices policy for faculty teaching 
graduate classes. This policy is the ideal scenario and all graduate degree programs are urged to achieve 
this goal. All graduate degree proposals received after the approval of this policy will have to address 
the issue in their plans. 

1. Tenure/tenure-track faculty 
In order to promote a graduate culture at MSU Denver, the GC recommends that a tenure/tenure-
track faculty member who is teaching a graduate level course be given some reassigned time.  It is 
incumbent upon the program to determine the policy regarding the reassigned time. This policy is 
not impacted by any reassigned time a faculty member may have been granted to carry out other 
duties. 

2. Category II faculty 
It is incumbent upon the program to determine the policy regarding category II faculty members that 
teach graduate courses.  

3. Adjunct faculty 
No adjustment.  
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Graduate Program Approval Process 

This document details the five phases for the adoption of a new graduate program and it includes an 
estimated timeline for the process. Each section in this document details the purpose, required 
documentation and the applicable process. The Graduate Council strongly suggests that an academic 
unit that is considering a graduate program discuss this with their academic dean and the Graduate 
Council.  

The five phases are: 

Phase 0:  The concept review,  
Phase I:  The academic and business plans,  
Phase II:  The development phase,  
Phase III:  The approval phase, and 
Phase IV: The implementation phase. 

Phase 0:  The Concept Review 

Purpose: This phase is a request to plan. The intent is to give the academic Deans and Graduate Council 
the information needed to make a decision on whether or not a new master’s program shall proceed to 
Phase 1.  If a new program will not be supported, the process should be stopped before the faculty 
invests significant time to fully develop plans for a program.   Approval to plan does not guarantee that 
the program will be approved in Phase 1 or subsequently.  

Documentation:  

a. A short prospectus (less than five pages), approved by the department and the appropriate 
academic dean, must be submitted to the Graduate Council by the designated deadline.  

b. The prospectus should include at least the following: 
i. Description overview 

ii. Capacity to run program (i.e. faculty, staff, resources). Please include 
information about faculty expertize and an overview of the proposed 
curriculum.  

iii. How program meets the University mission 
iv. Market demand (include employment opportunities) 
v. A description of the impact on existing undergraduate programs 

vi. Information that identifies the: 
1. Potential generation of revenue (basic projections of size of program, 

number of students X credit hours X price), 
2. Anticipated start-up needs (i.e. space, marketing, equipment) with 

estimated costs, and 
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3. Anticipated annual program needs.  

(The Graduate Council Budget Committee will prepare an abridged break-even 
analysis.)   

Process: 

a. Immediately following the designated deadline, the Graduate Council chair will forward a 
copy of all of the prospectuses to the academic deans. The Graduate Council’s 
recommendation to the Deans is that no more than 8 programs go forward to Phase I. 

b. Deans’ Decision: 
i. Within 1 month of the designated deadline, the Graduate Council chair will 

call a meeting of the deans for the purpose of deciding which proposals 
should advance to Phase I. 

ii. Those programs that are not forwarded to Phase I can re-submit their 
updated prospectus in the following review cycle. 

Phase I: Academic and Business Plans 

Purpose: The task in Phase 1 is to develop an in-depth analysis on the viability of a new graduate 
degree. The Development Committee of the Graduate Council is available to help the faculty prepare 
the needed information and plans for further approval. The decision to end the process of planning for a 
graduate program can still occur after the review of the documentation required in Phase 1.  

Documentation: 

a. A detailed proposal, approved by the department and the appropriate academic dean, must 
be submitted to the Graduate Council by the designated deadline. 

b. Phase 1 proposal should include at least the following: 
i. Detailed budget and break-even analysis (should include a narrative for each 

item, also please include assumptions – see appendix 2). 
ii. Return on investment for students (i.e. placements). 

iii. Independent validation of market trends using secondary research data that is 
not from the department (Revised xx/xx/2016). 

iv. Industry and competitor analysis. 
v. Program description which should include at least the following:  

1. The mission of the proposed program, 
2. The goals of the program, 
3. Key features, 
4. An overview of the  proposed program assessment process, 
5. Course descriptions, 
6. Admission criteria, 
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7. Graduation requirements, and 
8. The rationale for the proposed tuition. 

vi. Course scheduling and rotation plan. 
vii. Faculty/staff plan (i.e. reassigned time, program coordinator, field 

coordinator, administrative support). 
viii. Elaboration from Phase 0, (i.e. how program meets the University and 

Graduate mission). 
ix. Anticipated start date. 
x. An acknowledgement from the Dean that the college/school will be 

responsible for funding any deficit over and above the amount detailed in the 
break-even analysis that cannot be funded from other sources. The review is 
to happen on an annual basis. (This is now included in the performance 
monitoring document)(revised xx/xx/2016) 

Process: 

a. Within 2 months of the designated deadline, the Graduate Council will rank the programs 
based on their established criteria (see appendix 1 for the rubric). 

b. Graduate Planning Committee’s (GPC) Decision: 
i. Within 6 weeks of the designated deadline, the Graduate Council chair will call 

a meeting of the GPC for the purpose of deciding which proposals should 
advance to Phase II. 

ii. Once approved by the GPC, the program has the green light to enter Phase II.  
iii. Those programs that are not forwarded to Phase II can re-submit their 

updated Phase I documentation in the following review cycle. 
 

Phase II: Development Phase 
 
Purpose: The development phase involves the completion of the necessary steps for approval of the 
curriculum for the new program. This phase also entails the development of an infrastructure plan to 
ensure that the program operates as intended when it is launched.  

Documentation: 

a. The program will need to prepare a curriculum packet as per the Curriculum Guidelines, 
Policies, and Procedures manual for approval of the proposed curriculum. 

b. The program will need to complete an infrastructure plan (operations) that addresses at 
least the following, if applicable: 

i. Admissions/Marketing, 
ii. Registrar/Financial Aid, 

iii. Transfer Services, 
iv. IT, 
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v. Facilities (space needs), 
vi. Faculty/staff hiring, and 

vii. Budgeting issues. 

Process: 

a. The curriculum process is detailed in the Curriculum Guidelines, Policies, and Procedures 
manual.  

b. The infrastructure plan is an internal document that is developed to ensure an efficient 
implementation of the program. 

Phase III:  Approval Phase 

Purpose: In this phase all the relevant approvals are obtained. This includes the Board of Trustees (BOT), 
the Colorado Department of Higher Education, the Higher Learning Commission and any other 
specialized accreditation requirements. 

Documentation: This is determined by the relevant accrediting body and the BOT. 

Process: 

a. BOT approval is to be sought at the end of Phase II which ordinarily will be the June 20xx-1 
BOT meeting. 

b. The process for external accreditation is determined by the applicable body. 

Phase IV:  Implementation Phase 

Purpose: Once all the necessary approvals have been obtained, then the academic unit can implement 
the program. The objective of this phase is to complete all the necessary steps for the program to go live 
in August 20xx and includes promoting/marketing the program, recruiting faculty if applicable, and 
overseeing the admission process.   

Documentation: The infrastructure plan developed in Phase II should be the template for this phase. 

Process: The processes necessary to complete this phase are to be determined by the program. The 
Development Committee of Graduate Council is available to advise and assist if necessary.  
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Proposed Timeline:  (the launch year is denoted as 20xx) 

April 1, 20xx-2: Phase 0 submitted to the Graduate Council. 

May 1, 20xx-2: Deans’ decision on which programs to move forward, if any, and a maximum number 
based on University resources.  

September 15, 20xx-2: Phase 1 submitted to the Graduate Council. 

November 15, 20xx-2: Graduate Council completes ranking of proposals. 

December 31, 20xx-2: Phase I approved/denied by the GPC. 

January - May, 20xx-1:  Phase II completed. 

June, 20xx-1:  BOT approval at their June meeting. 

July-Dec, 20xx-1: CCE, HLC and any additional accreditation approvals. 

December, 20xx-1: Phase III completed.  

March, 20xx:  Graduate program information included in the 20xx catalog.  

May, 20xx:  BOT approval of tuition at their May meeting.  

August, 20xx: Phase IV completed and classes begin. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. Graduate Council rubric link 

Appendix 2. Detailed budget and break-even analysis link to the MBA proposal 













Breakeven Analysis
Math Concurrent Enrollment - 6 Course Cluster
Pro Forma Revenues, Expenses & Break Even Analysis

Start-Up Costs 
Year 0  Year 1 Year 2  Year 3 Year 4  Year 5 

Start-up costs
Marketing, advertising and promotion 500                   
Course Development 5,000                
Total start-up costs 5,500                

EXPENSES
Personnel

Faculty Salary 7,050$         7,050$          7,050$          7,050$          7,050$          
Fringe 1,875           1,893             1,911             1,928             1,946             

Total personnel 8,925$         8,943$          8,961$          8,978$          8,996$          

Non-labor
Materials and Supplies 2,000           3,000             4,000             4,120             4,244             

Total non-labor 2,000           3,000             4,000             4,120             4,244             

Total estimated expenses 10,925$       11,943$        12,961$        13,098$        13,240$        

BREAK-EVEN
Resident Tuition Per Credit Hour 357.20$       367.92$        378.95$        390.32$        402.03$        
Less Adjustment for Bad Debt (-2%) (7.14)            (7.36)             (7.58)             (7.81)             (8.04)             
Less Adjustment for Administrative Expense (-13%) (46.44)          (47.83)           (49.26)           (50.74)           (52.26)           
Adjusted Tuition Per Credit Hour (Net of Bad Debt & Admin) 303.62         312.73          322.11          331.77          341.73          

Required CHP to Break Even (Total estimated expenses / Adjusted Tuition 
Per Credit Hour) 40                 42                  44                  43                  42                  
Students needed per course to break-even 13                 14                  15                  14                  14                  

Esimated Revenue 12,025$       13,043$        14,061$        14,198$        14,340$        
$ Surplus/Deficit (5,500)$             1,100$         1,100$          1,100$          1,100$          1,100$          

Cumulative surplus/deficit (4,400)          (3,300)           (2,200)           (1,100)           -                 



MBA Curriculum packet - Grad Council curriculum committee 

Questions from the preamble 

1. What will your leveling requirements be in terms of credit hours? Who will administer the online 
leveling courses? If it is MSU Denver, will these non-degree seeking credits with tuition 
attached? Is this graded?  What is the minimum grade to pass the modules?  If it isn't graded, 
what's the guarantee the student will follow through with this? 

The leveling will not have credit hours associated with it.  We are working with Peregrine Academic 
Services; their 4 - 6 hour modules start with a pre-test and end with a post-test.  Results are reported to 
us so that we can then get them enrolled.  If students don't follow through, they don't start the 
program. 

2. Why did you choose less than eight years as the cut-off for leveling courses? 

This is common for MBA programs.  Eight years of experience is a substantial amount that would lead to 
the prospective student to have encountered most areas of a business. 

3. Why are there only two 6000 level courses? 

Our committee made the decision to keep masters level courses in the 5000s, with 6000 indicating the 
capstone (there is only one in the 6000s). 

4. You have a course number with the prefix MBA. We would suggest that you use the existing BUS 
prefix and add the M (to give BUSM) which is then consistent with all graduate courses at MSU 
Denver. 

That is a good idea, thanks.   

5. For the strategic business concentration all of the courses, except MGMT 5800, have a pre-req 
from the MBA core. We suggest that you make one of the MGMT 5000 level courses from the 
core a pre-req for this course. 

The other courses in this concentration have a logical pre-req, i.e., the basics of marketing must be 
covered before learning about strategies.  In the case of 5800, none of the core courses act as a 
foundation for the leadership course per se.   

6. For the business analytics concentration CISM 5600 is a pre-req for the other two courses. Will 
this potentially increase the time it takes to graduate? It may be beneficial to make CISM 5600 a 
co-req rather than a pre-req. 

These courses build on one-another and the pre-req structure will be import for student success.  We 
will provide students with course-planning tools so that the CISM concentration courses can be taken in 
sequence and not delay their planned graduation.  In other words, students in this concentration cannot 



"save up" all of the concentration courses until they have the core requirements complete - they will 
need to be taken in parallel. 

7. What is meant by “planned capacity”? Do you mean 2018/19 or some later time?  Is it based on 
student enrollment, course offerings, or what? 

Planned capacity is when our student enrollment grows and then levels out at about 55 new students 
per semester (about 250 students in the program at one time).  The current forecast for this is 2021. 

8. Please clarify the role and function of the director.  It is stated that the day-to-day operations 
will be managed by a full-time Asst Director and therefore what the PD will do differently from 
the Asst Director is unclear. 

The Assistant Director is a full-time administrator who will manage staff and processes for graduate 
programs, including the MBA.  The program director is a faculty member who leads faculty-driven 
efforts such as curriculum development and assurance of learning. 

9. Perhaps we've missed something but we don't think it will be sufficient to rely solely on the 
university resources for marketing.  We would hope to see a marketing plan in place and some 
resources dedicated to a campaign. 

The marketing plan is not part of the curriculum packet.  We agree that university resources are not the 
primary resource for marketing efforts.   

10. Has the need for support staff been underestimated in this proposal? 

We don't believe so.  The MpAcc has been well-managed with one full-time coordinator.  We will now 
have two full-time resources supporting the MBA + MpAcc, in addition to a faculty committee that will 
support curriculum, assessment, and admission decisions. 

11. What are the enrollment estimates beyond break-even?  Or, are you not expecting enrollments 
beyond break-even? We suspect that there will be demand and we’re wondering if the program 
has thought of how it will address that potential demand, as it seems just the minimum is 
addressed in the planning here.   

The forecast is included in the Phase I proposal.  The preliminary budget in the preamble is the Graduate 
Council standard approach to presenting the financial viability of a program, and focuses on break-even. 
We do project moving into profitability in three years and targeting an average of 25 students per class, 
which is a healthy amount above break-even. 

12. What is the policy regarding the required GPA for graduation? 
 
We've added an "Advancement to Candidacy" policy section in the preamble, which addresses this 
question (we have mirrored the MpAcc policy here). The required GPA is 3.0. 
 



13. Will you have a limit on the number of grades below a B- that will count towards the degree? 
This has implications for the pre-req requirement for ACCM 5400 (C or better for ACCM 5050) 
and FINM 5800 (FINM 5050 with a minimum grade of a “C”). You may not need to specify the C 
requirement if you are following the MPAcc policy. 

The "Advancement to Candidacy" policy section now covers these questions. 

14. Are you going to limit the number of credit hours that a student can take in any one semester? 

Yes - 15 (included in the "Advancement to Candidacy" policy). 

15. Will you have a time limit on the number of years to complete the degree? 

Yes, six years (included in the "Advancement to Candidacy" policy). 

16. The argument appears to be this program is being formed largely to target MSU Denver 
graduates.  We think that it should be regionally competitive.   

Agreed, and it is designed to be regionally competitive.  MSU Denver alumni are the initial target 
market. 

17. Will the program be available online?  (From the syllabi it appears so, but it is not overtly stated 
in the narrative AND for some reason, you indicate CSU online is not really a competitor.)  One-
third of your own graduate respondents indicated they wanted online.  That seems to be a huge 
chunk of your potential market.  So, if there is an online option, we would encourage clarity 
around this.  If there isn't, it might be problematic for program growth and development.  We 
imagine the program will be regionally competitive and the program can grow quite 
substantially.  That being said, you could stay small and niche and maybe that fits the goals for 
the program.  We do wonder how you're thinking through the competitors who are coming into 
the market area, particularly online.   

We are not positioning this program as "online".  Some classes will be offered online, in order to provide 
flexibility in scheduling for busy professionals.  We've included the online format in all syllabi so that we 
don't have to make changes to a syllabus every time we choose to make a particular course online in a 
given semester.  Please see the Phase I Proposal for a full discussion of market trends, competition, and 
positioning. 

18. All the program goals are about student learning, which is fine.  Does the program has goals 
beyond the student learning related ones?  For example, does the program have a goal for its 
relevance within the community/business environment?  For faculty?   

The program-level goals are focused on relevance in the business community.  Please see the Phase I 
Proposal section "Program Description". 

19. What are the minimum criteria for admission?  You list the materials required but what is 
minimally required (e.g., cut-off score for GMAT)?  Why are there so many options for the 



required materials for admission?  How will you be able to compare applicants to one another 
(GMAT versus portfolio versus license)?  You may get into some difficulties regarding fairness in 
the admissions process.  Or, are you not planning on denying applicants (that is, as long as 
something is submitted, they are admitted)?   

The admission materials are consistent with other MBA programs.  We project that the vast majority of 
applicants will apply with a GMAT.  We are not starting with a set GMAT cut-off score, as it will be 
important to manage program capacity.  For example, if we set score X and 90% of applicants have that 
score or above, we may end up with twice as many students as we have room for in the first few 
semesters - or, alternatively, we could have few applicants who hit that score and slow down our path 
to profitability.  While we do not plan to publish minimum standards for admission (which is consistent 
with other MBA programs), we will gain benchmark information over time, which can be shared with 
potential applicants and will smooth our internal admission processes. 

20. Why are there no signatures from the department curriculum chairs? The RCS do need to be 
vetted by the departments.  

Because the program is cross-departmental, the CBUS graduate program committee serves as the 
"department."  The respective functional departments did develop the syllabi, with heavy involvement 
by department chairs and faculty. 

 

Questions from the regular course syllabi  

For all of the below, if the transcript title is the same as the course title, it is not completed (as it is 
already 30 characters or less).  I double-checked with Megan Jones that this is okay, and she said it’s 
fine. 

 

ACCM 5050  

1. The transcript course title is missing. 
2. In the course description you say “students will be able to identify the economic consequences 

of transactions”. Based on the detailed outline of the course content it is probably prudent to 
replace identify with analyze. 

This has been changed to “identify and analyze”. 

3. At the top of page 6 the ACC 5050 should read ACCM 5050. 

This is fixed. 

4. With ACCM 5050 you link the learning objectives to the MBA learning goals (LG) but this is not 
done on all RCS. Is this intentional? 



The core courses include links to the MBA learning goals where they are explicitly covered.  While the 
majority of core courses have these links, a few do not (because they don’t have explicit coverage of 
MBA learning goal topics). 

5. LO 5 mentions various environments but, based on the detailed outline of the course content, 
this does not appear to be covered. 

This will be covered in items IX – XIV. 

6. Capital budgeting (item XV of the detailed outline of the course content) is also covered in FINM 
5050, FINM 5800 and ACCM 5400. Is this duplication? 

Some duplication of key financial concepts would be expected between these courses.   

 

ACCM 5400 

1. The transcript course title is missing.  
2. Does the pre-req requirement of a C or better apply to both ACC 3400 (assuming this is 5400?) 

and ACCM 5050 or just to ACCM 5050? 

Both. A student must earn a C regardless of which course is taken to satisfy the prereq. Language in 
syllabus is clarified. 

 

CISM 5050 

1. The course description says that there are three main themes to the course but the link 
between the themes and the learning objectives as well as the detailed outline of the course 
content is not obvious. 

The link between the three themes is information technology from a management perspective.  While 
the themes are not explicitly stated in the outline, the topics are fully covered.  For example, “ways to 
gain competitive advantage by using IT” would be covered in I, II, VIII, and XI.  No changes are made in 
the syllabus. 

CISM 5700 

1. The transcript course title is missing. 
2. The course description mentions functional areas and industries but these do not appear to be 

covered in the detailed outline of the course content.  

The phrase “functional areas and industries” is removed from the description. The examples that will be used 
in the course will come from various applications of analytics in business and may fall into various processes, 



functional processes and in different industries – insurance, retail, technical services – and will likely be 
dynamic (not the same every semester); this does not have to be in the description. 

CISM 5800 

1. Learning objective 6 should be generalized by saying something like analyze data sets using data 
mining software and interpret the results. The LOs are supposed to identify what the student 
can do upon completion of the course.  

That change is made as suggested. 

2. LO #1 seems too basic for a graduate course. 

This first LO (“Describe”) provides a foundation for further learning in the course.  First they describe 
data mining, then they evaluate tools, assess/compare/choose/analyze data sets and data mining 
techniques.  This LO was expanded to say “Describe core concepts of data mining and data mining 
processes.” 

 

ECOM 5050 

1. The transcript course title is missing. 
2. The course description is difficult understand – especially the last sentence. 

The last sentence of the course description is now broken into two sentences, making it less complex. 

3. LO 2 needs to be rewritten. Do we really want our students to design solutions for 
mismanagement? 

Yes, MBA students need to learn the causes of mismanagement and the various possible mechanisms that 
can be implemented to minimize mismanagement. This LO is edited so that perhaps it is more clear. 

4. The detailed outline of the course content lists demand but there is no mention of supply. Is it 
possible to discuss demand without talking about supply? 

Supply is covered in production and cost; this is now explicitly stated in the outline. 

 

FINM 5050  

1. The transcript course title is missing. 
2. What is the difference between the financial statement analysis in this course and that of ACCM 

6580? 



The analysis will be approached as appropriate for the particular business function.  Covering this topic 
from multiple perspectives will help students better understand the material and understand the inter-
connection between Accounting and Finance. 

3. Under item III of the detailed outline of the course content, A and B are repeated. 

This is fixed. 

4. Financial planning and forecasting is mentioned in the course description but the topic does not 
seem to appear in the learning objectives or the detailed outline of the course content. 

These two topics are covered, just not stated explicitly in the objectives.  For example, valuing financial 
assets is a planning activity.  Forecasting is covered in the course outline.  No changes are made here. 

5. Course description is a little spartan. 

The description is concise, yet covers complex topics that will be covered in-depth. No changes are 
made here. 

FINM 5800  

1. The transcript course title is missing. 
2. The course description states that this course applies skills developed in the MBA core but the 

only pre-req is FINM 5050. Should ACCM 5050 be added as a pre-req? 

No, the core finance course is all that is needed to be prepared for 5800. 

3. LO 5 evaluate credit policies but this is not mentioned in the detailed outline of the course 
content. Should the LO evaluate working capital management? 

We’ve deleted LO5 to reduce confusion. 

4. The course description mentions teamwork and spreadsheet analysis as essential components 
of the course but neither are included in the evaluation of student performance. 

Teamwork is assessed via the peer evaluations mentioned in the student performance section. 
Spreadsheet analysis is part of “integrating usage of Microsoft Excel.” 

5. The pre-req should probably read with a minimum grade of a “C” or better. 

This is clarified with the edit “with a grade of “C” or better.” 

 

MBA 5000 (now BUSM 5000) 

1. The transcript course title is missing. 



2. The course description mentions leadership and critical thinking but neither appears to be 
included in the detailed outline of the course content. 

The course description now says "decision making" instead of critical thinking, to be consistent with the 
learning goal and course outline.  Leadership is covered in section II of the outline. 

3. LO#1 seems too basic for a graduate course. 

It is basic, but in this case fits. A portion of this course is focused on covering the program they are 
entering; they won't be analyzing or evaluating the program learning goals, but we would like them to 
be able to identify them and know where in the program they will be covered.  

 

MGTM 5050  

1. The course description mentions state, federal and international but only the federal level 
appears to be covered in the detailed outline of the course content. 

The course description says “within a legal framework at a state, federal and international level”. So the 
discussion of topics is taken from a local, federal, and international level as appropriate. In other words 
the legal framework is embedded in the topics. One cannot discuss sustainability and ethics without 
including all three levels of law. Many court cases from the WTO and UN are related to federal law, etc. 
No changes made to the syllabus. 

 

MGTM 5100 

1. The evaluation of student performance includes an analysis of articles but none are mentioned 
in the required reading section.  

Articles are current and will likely change each semester, so are not specifically stated in the standard 
syllabus.  No changes made to the syllabus. 

 

MGTM 5200 

1. The transcript course title is missing. 
2. The course description mentions that students integrate knowledge gained from other business 

courses but there are no pre-reqs.  Should there be pre-reqs? 

No pre-reqs. The knowledge gained is expected to come from undergraduate business courses or 
leveling courses (or even work experience).  No changes made to the syllabus. 

 



MGTM 5800 

1. The course description emphasizes leaders but there is no LO on leadership. Is this correct? 

The course description does not emphasize leadership. The course is designed to provide leaders with 
tools to effectively transform organizational processes to improve organizational effectiveness and 
success. The course is not designed to provide leadership skills or how to be an effective leader. No 
changes made to the syllabus. 
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